Theater diagrams

In order to keep track of how performers and set pieces move around the space, the stage is
divided up into sections oriented based on the performers perspective to the audience.
Movement is choreographed by blocking which is organized movement on stage created by the
director to synchronize the actor's movement onstage in order to use these positions. Note that
for performance spaces with audiences in more than one orientation, typically one direction is
arbitrarily denoted as "downstage" and all other directions reference that point. The house can
refer to any area which is not considered playing space or backstage area. Outside the theatre
itself this includes the lobby, coat check, ticketing counters, and restrooms. More specifically,
the house refers to any area in the theatre where the audience is seated. This can also include
aisles, the orchestra pit, control booth, balconies and boxes. The areas of a theatre that are not
part of the house or stage are considered part of backstage. These areas include dressing
rooms, green rooms, offstage areas i. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Main article: Stage
theatre. Main article: Front of house. Categories : Parts of a theatre. Namespaces Article Talk.
Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file.
Download as PDF Printable version. Add links. So, you bought a home theater system?
Watching a movie on a properly set up surround sound system, or listening to your music
through a new set of speakers can be an amazing experience. But, the key to a great home
theater isn't just spending a lot of money. Setting up the system correctly is just as important as
what you buy. This guide, very simply, walks through the basics of speaker placement, how to
hook everything up, and how to change a few settings to really make your system shine.
Throughout this article are links to other articles that go into more depth on each topic. Be sure
to also check out our related YouTube video discussions linked below for further insights. In
most rooms you won't be able to place your speakers in the perfect spots. It would be great if
every room was designed with surround sound in mind, but alas, it isn't. Still, there are some
good rules to go by. The diagram below shows the ideal placement for speakers in a 7. Notice
how the speakers are perfectly set up for one seating location, the elusive "sweet spot".
Because most people are not hermits watching movies in solitude, you will probably have a
variety of seating locations. When placing your speakers, you will need to decide if you want to
optimize your system for one location or, as we prefer, place speakers so that individuals in a
variety of positions can experience good quality surround sound. Choosing to setup your
system for multiple seating locations may also affect your decision to go with a 5. Center
Channel Speaker : The center speaker should be located directly above or below the display.
The majority of the dialogue in a movie comes through the center speaker, so it is important to
think carefully about the placement. Try to place the center speaker as close to the television as
possible being careful to angle the speaker towards your ears. Placing these too close together
will create a small sound stage, and you will lose out on separation between the front 3
speakers center, front left, front right. If they are too far apart, you will have a gap in the sound
stage between the front 3 speakers. Again, place these speakers as close to ear level as
possible, paying particular attention to getting the tweeters as close to ear level as possible.
Finally, please do yourself a favor, and do not mount these in the corners of your room.
Surround Speakers: The placement of surround speakers is typically where people go wrong.
The most common mistake is putting them behind you. Surround speakers, as seen in the
diagram above, are supposed to go directly to your left and right. Unlike the front 3 speakers,
surround speakers should be placed anywhere from a couple inches above ear level to 2 feet
above ear level, when seated. Surround Back 7. However, it will depend a lot on your room size
and where you have your seating. For example, surround back speakers are particularly helpful
when there are multiple rows of seating, where it isn't possible for everyone to fully experience
surround effects in a 5. Before you get caught up in assigning money and resources to a 7.
Subwoofer s : In a 5. So, if you had two subwoofers, you would have a 5. In my experience,
many salespeople underplay the importance of a subwoofer. A cheap, inadequate, or poorly
placed sub has the ability to ruin an otherwise great system. Many people may advise you to
just place the subwoofer in the corner, which makes many industry professionals cringe. There
is no "best" place for a subwoofer; the best thing to do is experiment with different places
around the room. More on this topic, and information on what a crossover X-over is, will be
discussed later in this article. Below are links to additional articles on speaker and subwoofer
setup:. Loudspeaker Placement Guide. Once you have put your speakers in place, it is time to
plug them into the receiver. This should be simple enough, but I have seen many good installers
make careless mistakes here, which will have a major impact on sound quality. The black and
red labeling is simply for convenience, the wires are the same. You simply need to make sure
that whatever wire you attach to the positive terminal on the speaker; you attach the same wire
to the positive terminal on the receiver. The same goes with the negative wire. You will need
something the strip the wire back, typically a wire stripper, dykes, or utility knife will work. Be

careful first to not cut yourself, and second to not cut off the copper strands inside the wire
jacket. You only need to strip back enough so the bare wire can go into the back of the receiver
and speakers. If you want a really clean look, or think you will be moving your speakers or
equipment anytime soon, installing banana plugs or spade plugs on the ends of your speaker
wire is extremely helpful. They make connecting and disconnecting equipment easier, quicker,
and reduce the chance of wires touching and shorting out. Your subwoofer will hook up with a
single RCA cable. You will see some RCA cables marketed as "subwoofer" cables. If you
purchased one that is fine, but if you have a high quality RCA cable lying around, you could use
that too, and it's likely that there's little difference. There is a plug on the back of every modern
AV receiver labeled, "sub out" or "sub preout. If your subwoofer doesn't have that label,
connect the RCA to the left input or use a Y-splitter to send signal to both inputs. Some
subwoofers will also have speaker connections on the back, however these should only be
used if you have an older receiver that doesn't have an RCA subwoofer output. The typical
manual doesn't do much more than confuse the average consumer. I cannot tell you how many
clients I have talked to who have spent hours pouring over manuals only to end up more
confused than when they started. This section of the article should make sense of all of the
inputs, outputs, knobs, and wires that create our home theater systems. First I will explain some
basic concepts, then go through a common scenario of hooking up equipment. This article does
not discuss hooking up equipment with receivers that don't support HDMI; however, the
principles in this article will also help connect older equipment. First, we need to look at the
types of connections you will encounter. How to Get 5. If all of your equipment supports HDMI,
connection should be a breeze. In some cases your equipment won't have an HDMI output.
Maybe you are hooking up a Wii which only supports composite video a yellow RCA cable , or
component video red, green, blue. In that case, you will have to run either composite or
component cable s for your video signal, and a separate cable for sound. With a Wii, your only
option for sound is stereo audio. Because there are so many different types of connections, it
would be impossible to cover how to hook up each type of device, so I have chosen to use a few
popular devices to use as examples. Below is a picture of the receiver, and a diagram of how
everything should be hooked up. Editor's Note: If you have an older HDMI receiver, or one that
doesn't provide HDMI upconversion, be sure to connect composite and component video
outputs to your television as well if you utilized those inputs. Realize this when you consider
buying the entry-level model, so you're aware of the extra steps involved. Too many people
purchase great home theater equipment, and take the time to plug it in properly, only to forget a
couple settings that can make or break their entire experience. For most audiophiles, this is the
fun part. Spending some time testing your system can make the difference between a good
system and a great system. Below is a list of common devices and what settings you should
make sure to check on each one. TV: The first thing to understand about TVs is that the Color or
Picture Mode settings out of the box which affect brightness, tint, hue, saturation, etcâ€¦ are not
set to give you the most accurate picture. There are many articles about calibrating TVs, so I will
just give some basic suggestions. First, set your TV picture to "movie" or "cinema" mode. If it
has a "THX" mode, use that. For daytime viewing, you may want to go with one of the other
modes, but at night, be sure to reconfigure so you get closer to accurate color. The easiest and
cheapest way get your TV looking good is to use a test disc. A test disc will have various
patterns that show you how to adjust settings. Pop it in, dig through the disc menu till you find
the THX optimizer, and go to town. Note that without a blue filter you will not be able to adjust
tint with this disc unless you have a Samsung TV which has a Blue-only mode you can engage.
If you want to take the calibration one step further, purchase an actual test disc. Satellite or
Cable box: With a Satellite or Cable box, there are only a few settings to check. You need to see
if the box has an adjustment for "Dolby Digital", if so, set it to "on". Some cable boxes don't
have that option, in that case it should be enabled automatically. Also, on Satellite boxes make
sure "p" and "16x9" is selected. Most cable boxes will not offer p, in that case make sure "i" is
selected. Blu-ray: Surprisingly enough, many Blu-ray players do not send out an uncompressed
surround sound signal by default. If you are using a receiver that supports Dolby TrueHD and
Dolby Master Audio if it is less than 3 years old, and is hooked up with HDMI you should be
good , go into the settings on your Blu-ray and set audio output to "bitstream uncompressed"
or "pass-through". Every Blu-ray player is different, so you may want to consult the manual to
see what setting will work with Dolby TrueHD and Dolby Master Audio, and then choose that
setting. I would also recommend turning off any dynamic range control options. As for video,
set the resolution to "p" assuming you have a p-compatible flat-panel. Xbox The Xbox is pretty
easy to setup. Turn on Dolby Digital in the Settings menu and set the resolution to p. Go to the
settings and run through the auto setup for audio, and the auto setup for video. For video, verify
p is selected. If they aren't, make sure your receiver supports them and turn them on manually.

Wii: If you are using component video cables, set the resolution to p. Also, go into the sound
settings and turn on surround sound. This will send Dolby mono Surround audio to your
receiver that can be decoded into a pseudo 5. Each receiver will have a varying level of control,
and some seem to have endless pages of customization while others only have a few basic
settings. Most new receivers come with an auto-setup mic. These mics vary in accuracy and
thoroughness. Some mics take measurements from multiple positions. Other, less expensive
mics only take measurements at one position. I always recommend running the mic because
some features on your receiver will not work without running the initial setup. Just realize that
even the best mic can, and probably will, make mistakes. If you decide to run the Auto Setup
function, make sure you go into the bass management menus after the calibration is completed
to check the crossover settings for your speakers and subwoofer. Most Setup systems either
don't set a crossover setting, or they do it non ideally for your speaker system. This is why we
recommend manual setup of your bass management. Navigate to that option on your receiver.
You will have a global crossover setting, or you will see a list of each speaker with a frequency
next to it. You'll also be able to set each speaker to "Large" i. A crossover frequency will set
how low of frequency signals are sent to your speakers. Every speaker is different, so there is
no absolute answer, but 80Hz is a good guess in most situations. You can also look up the
speaker's user manual and the manufacturer will typically unless they are Bose tell you how low
the speaker will play. For example, a small satellite speaker with a 3-inch "full-range" driver
might only play down to Hz. In general, and I am making a big generalization, set all of your
speakers to "Small" unless they have a powered subwoofer in them. If you have floorstanding
or bookshelf speakers, start by setting your crossover frequency to 80Hz. If you have smaller,
satellite style speakers, set the crossover between HzHz. Many auto setup systems will
incorrectly identify a surround speaker as large simply because its placed close to a wall where
it gets a little bass boost. It is a better option to set the speaker to "small" because it will take
the strain off the smaller speaker by not allowing it to produce the deep bass frequencies while
redirecting the bass to the speaker that is designed to do this - the subwoofer. Most of the time
having multiple crossover settings per channel group simply isn't needed so if your receiver
offers this option, just set all your speakers to "small' and their corresponding crossover
settings to 80Hz. If you do set the subwoofers crossover frequency higher than 80Hz, we again
recommend placing the subwoofer towards the front of the room to make it less localizable. In
order to keep this article from being too terribly long, I will stop there. Below is a link to a more
thorough article about crossover frequencies. If you really want to get into home theater, I
crossover frequencies is something you will want to learn more about. When using the included
microphone, don't just throw it on the couch and hit start. Blankets, pillows, barking dogs and
cushy chairs can all skew the results. Position the mic as close as possible to your ear level
when seated - and, ideally, you'll place it on a tripod. Then, step out of the listening area, make
sure everything is quiet, and start the test. Follow through with each listening position, if the
mic takes measurements at more than one location. Once the setup is done, you will want to go
into the menu on the receiver. Typically this is done by hitting the "menu" button on the
receiver remote some remotes need to be put in "receiver" or "amp" mode first. The on-screen
display will then show up on the TV. You should find a setting in the receiver menu to manually
adjust the speakers. Most of the time the automatic setup systems get speaker identification
and channel level spot on. If you ran auto setup in the last step, the setup mic should have
already figured out if you have a 5. If you want to manually double check everything, however,
you can do so with an SPL meter. You simply point the SPL meter up at the ceiling, ear height,
at the primary listening position and set it to "C-weighted" and "slow response". There will be a
setting for "test tones" where you can adjust channel levels up or down in your receiver's menu
system typically under Manual Setup. You want to set each channel so they measure roughly
the same on your SPL meter. Feel free to bump the subwoofer channel up a few dB however, as
most people prefer a little bass boost. Don't be surprised if your levels are different on your left
and right channels if, for example, your Surround Left speaker is farther away from the listening
position than your Surround Right speaker, or if one speaker is nearer to a wall than the other. If
you notice that your subwoofer level is turned down as far as possible, you should turn down
the volume knob on the back of the subwoofer a little bit, and run the setup mic again. You are
done!! Speakers are placed and hooked up, all your equipment is plugged in, and a few
important settings changed. This is where most people quit; however, the true audioholic is
never done with their system. Play around with speaker and subwoofer placement. From this
point on, learn more about home theater and have fun. Cliff, like many of us, has always loved
home theater equipment. In high school he landed a job at Best Buy that started his path
towards actual high quality audio. His first surround sound was a Klipsch 5. After that he was
hooked, moving from Klipsch to Polk to Definitive Technology, and so on. Confused about what

AV Gear to buy or how to set it up? Below are links to additional articles on speaker and
subwoofer setup: Loudspeaker Placement Guide Basic Subwoofer Setup Guide - Not for
Dummies Connecting the Speakers and Subwoofer s Once you have put your speakers in place,
it is time to plug them into the receiver. In most systems, you will only use HDMI Composite
video is the lowest quality and oldest of the connections discussed here. It does not support
HD. It does support HD; although, most devices limit it to a i resolution. HDMI is the newest
connection, and the one that you will most likely use. An HDMI cable handles both video and
audio. It is the highest quality connection available, in most new system this will be the only
cable you need. Stereo audio uses two RCA cables and supports 2 channels of audio. This
connection does not support 5. Digital coax uses an RCA cable to pass 5. Digital coax is
typically colored orange or black. It is available on many DVD and Blu-ray players, but it does
not support the highest quality sound available on Blu-ray discs. It is far better than stereo RCA
audio, however. Optical cables use light to pass a 5. About the author: Cliff, like many of us, has
always loved home theater equipment. View full profile. Read the Complete Thread. Do I set up
my receiver on multichannel, all stereo or just stereo? Do I change the distance that I already
established on my settings from previous placement? It is set up at 20 feet or I change it to the
minimum distance of the receiver? Mine is 0. We have a sony surround that has a main right
and left channel, surround right and left channel, center channel, and sub woofer channel. Our
PC has a video card with hdmi output that runs to a lg flat screen via hdmi, the screen also has
a hdmi 2nd input port plus rca inputs. The only output from the back of the tv we are using as a
computer screen is a digital optical port. The the box runs off the main right and left channel
onlyâ€¦. To switch the subwoofers I have to manually switch the plugs i have marked inside and
outside at the back of receiver. PS my outdoor speakers are from a car stereo I wired them to
meet the 8ohm resistance of the home stereo. One problem is there is no volume control so
when you have the outside and inside speakers on it just doesnt work, to load inside also you
have to manual swap the subwoofer plugs behind the stereo to run the base I placed outside. I
need separate volume controls for the indoor vs outdoor set up and a way to switch from
outside to inside subwoofer with out messing with the plugs. DO I just need to install an audio
card with connections to run to the stereo for the internet radio issue Do I also need to get a
speaker selection switch with separate volume controls which will run 4 channels vs the two
channel one I have? Would it be cheaper and better to just get a different receiver that would do
all this maybe a 7. If I run a digital optical cable from the outport on the lg screen to the stereo
will it run audio from the pc since the screen is connected to PC via hdmi card I was thinking
this was a way for internet radio and PC connect to stereo via flat screen. Please help? Both
stereo receiver and PC have DVD drive so also wondering if a sound card comes with amp to
allow me to remove receiver altogetherâ€¦. Shouldn't this be a stickey, with bold flashing font, in
the Beginners and Audiophytes section? Johnnybeltway, post: So I am almost embarrassed to
ask this. I believe that I need to get anew receiver. I am definitely going to go with one hat has
HDMI. Or will it let me play the audio through the tv speakers? I don't want to have the surround
sound on all the time. Also since there is only one video out source how does the receiver know
which device I want to watch? The cable tuner TiVo stays On all the time. Thanks in advance.
John you will need to keep it on all the time, your new avr wil do the hdmi switching you
command through its interfaceâ€¦. Johnnybeltway posts on October 22, Hooking up HDMI. So I
am almost embarrassed to ask this. Subscribe to our newsletter. Audience sightlines,
accessibility and acoustics all make theater seating a hugely precise art. As part of their set of
online resources for architects and designers, the team at Theatre Solutions Inc TSI have put
together a catalog of 21 examples of theater seating layouts. Each layout is well detailed, with
information on the number of seats, the floor seating area and row spacing. These layouts fall
under three general forms; to supplement this information, alongside TSI's diagrams we've
included the pros and cons of each type, as well as examples of projects which use each
format. Read on for more. In the End Stage form, the entire audience faces the stage in the same
direction. In this form, theatre seats are placed within a degree angle of inclusion. This brings in
the audience closer to the performer, establishing a more intimate experience. This angling also
means that the form is better geared towards speech-related performances. Hearing and visual
contact between spectator and performer is improved, and as audience members can see each
other when facing ahead, the sense of inclusion is increased even more. However, conventional
film presentations are almost impossible and would require an alternative screen layout, such
as a number of smaller screens arranged throughout the space. While the above three tend to
be the most common forms of seating layout, they are by no means the only ones. Further
options include Arena seating where the audience wraps around the stage a full degrees,
common for extra-large theaters like the Royal Albert Hall , and the Vineyard style where seats
are arranged in cascades of mini-blocks of varying levels, including the rear of the stage, as

seen in the Hamburg Elbphilharmonie. For more detail on designing auditoriums, including info
such as seat spacing and the slope of the auditorium, check out TSI's comprehensive article
here. You'll now receive updates based on what you follow! Personalize your stream and start
following your favorite authors, offices and users. About Contact Submit Advertise. Change
country. Log out. Share Share Facebook. About this author. Sharon Lam. Did you know? Go to
my stream. Feel free to post pictures and ask questions in our HTN forum. Find HTN Installers
by location. HTN Installers, Register here. Connecting a Home Theater Network can be
confusing. Several connection diagrams are provided below to make connecting Home Theater
Networks easier. Clicking on the equipment in the connection diagram accesses "what to look
for" and "how to connect" information. Also, our ultimate connection diagram shows how to
connect every home theater network device currently known. HDMI connections now make
connecting home theaters easier since high definition video and audio signals are included in
one cable. The receiver has also made connecting devices easier as it acts as the main
connection point for all home theater devices, decodes different audio and video formats, and
provides audio signals to the surround sound speakers. Home networks begin with a cable or
DSL modem, which connect to the internet via cable or phone lines. Networkable devices such
as computers, game consoles, media boxes, and Blu-ray players can then directly be wired to
the router with Ethernet cables. An access point or switch can be used if more ports are needed
or if rooms father away have lots of network connections. Wireless access is not as reliable or
fast as wired connections, but they are convenient for mobile devices and rooms without
Ethernet connections. Smartphone or tablet apps such as AutoHTN can be used to control a
home away from home. Home automation signals travel through the internet to a home
automation controller, which then sends a signal to a specific device. The signal can travel
either wirelessly Z-wave or through powerlines Insteon. Home automation devices include lights
, thermostats , cameras , windows , sensors and more. Connecting a front projector in a home
theater is similar to connecting an HDTV in a home theater. Front projectors don't have built-in
speakers like HDTVs, so a receiver sends audio signals to surround sound speakers. Today,
most front projectors come with HDMI inputs. It is not recommended to use the TV's built-in
speakers as they are usually low quality. A small budget receiver can provide audio signals to
bookshelf or wall mounting speakers. If no receiver is used, then devices such as Blu-ray
players or media boxes can be connected straight to the HDTV. Ever wonder what it would take
to connect every home theater, home network, and home automation device together into one
system? The ultimate connection diagram below shows the challenge of wiring a complete
home theater network. The diagram is organized by rooms beginning with and centered around
the home theater room Zone 1. Key devices on which to focus include the receiver , media box ,
router , and home automation controller. For example, the main receiver in the home theater
room Zone 1 distributes audio and video to the master bedroom Zone 2 and to the living room
Zone 3. The wireless route r is the main gateway to the internet for the whole home theater
network. It also controls all data flow and security between networked devices such as
computers, tablets, media boxes, game consoles, laptops, and cameras. Switches and access
points can be used to extend a wireless network. The media box cordinates many critical
functions including streaming video from the internet, storing data, playing DVDs or Blu-rays,
talking to others through video chat, playing games, listening to internet radio, interacting with
others during TV shows, and using popular apps. An ideal place to store data, the media box
streams data to computing devices throughout a home such as computers, laptops,
smartphones and tablets. The last device is the home automation controller which plays a key
role in receiving and sending home automation commands throughout a home theater network.
Commands are sent from a smartphone or tablet which can be located anywhere there is
internet access. The home automation controller lets users control their home away from home.
Welcome to the Home Theater Network Community! First HTN Installer list coming real soon.
Welcome to Home Theater Network! MyHTN Topics. Google Buys Motorola Mobility for its
Patents. Small Connection Diagrams. HTPC Systems. HTPC Cases. HTPC Components. HTPC
Software. Buy LaserVue. Buy Receivers Now. Buy Blu-ray Now. Shop Video Cables. Prices have
dropped substantially over the past few years to make quality HDTVs , wireless routers ,
receivers with distributed audio , computers , speakers , and other HTN equipment affordable.
See the video , audio , and data connections sections for detailed information on which cables
carry the highest quality signals. The audio output from the HDTV can also be connected to a a
stereo for a higher quality sound. It is recommend to use Ethernet wires whenever possible to
network HTN equipment. Ethernet wires are more dependable and secure then its wireless or
powerline networking counterparts. Use wireless or powerline networking when running wires
is not feasible. When remodeling, think about running some audio , video , or data cables. For
example, cables can be run on the floor behind baseboards if baseboards are removed during

any flooring remodeling. Keep audio, video and data cables away from power cables. The AC
frequency from a power cable can induce noise onto audio, video, or data cables if they are
placed close together. The distributed video from the receiver in the family room Zone 1 to the
TV in the master bedroom Zone 2 can be useful in situations such as wanting to finish a movie
in bed that was started in the family room. Standard DVDs can be upscaled to high definition
resolution. See the upscaling section for more information. This method requires an antenna,
and either an external tuner or a built-in tuner inside the HDTV. It is possible to control a
receiver through software on a computer. Networking appliances are gaining popularity, but the
choices are still limited. Look for networking appliance which use common networking
standards, and don't force buyers to purchase all the appliances from a single manufacture.
Even though most of the signals are low voltage and have specific interconnects, always be
careful when connecting home theater network equipment and note that hometheaternetwork.
Make sure to read the manufacturer's instructions. Check how the cable lines are connected in
a house and if the cable is used for "cable" for TV or broadband purposes. Older houses
designed in the pre-internet days could be wired incorrectly, which could slow down internet
speeds and effect video quality. The cable modem should be connected as close as possible to
the main "cable" input to the house. To increase performance: Reduce the number of splitters.
RG-6 cables should be used over RG Connectors should not be corroded. HTN Forum Posts.
Why deal with the lines and crowds when you can enjoy a theater experience in your own
home? Find out if this addition is right for you. Understand the Basics. Consider room location
and size, whether you are retrofitting a room or building a home theater addition. Decide on a
layout, create a wish list, and diagram the room with equipment and features. Comfy recliners,
soundproof walls, adjustable lighting and a concession stand are among the important features
that give the room a true theater feel. The key to a successful home theater project is working
with professionals who can execute your design, suggest materials and complete your remodel.
Privacy Policy. Home Design Remodel Packages. Looking to create a cinematic experience in
your home? Learn the basics, including how to set goals, find inspiration and design ideas, and
choose the right audio and visual equipment, wiring and furnishings. Pinterest Facebook
Twitter Email. Annoying crowds? Holy Theater, Batman! Theater vs. Media Room Not ready for a
full-blown theater? A media room may be more your
home electric wiring diagrams
2007 dodge caliber starter location
cooler wiring
style. Budget Theaters 8 Photos Create the perfect entertainment space no matter what the
budget. Theater or Media Room? Construction Tips Hiring Pros. Load More. Flea Market Flip
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